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Abstract— Video streaming services make up a large proportion of Internet traffic throughout the world. Adaptive streaming allows for dynamical adaptation of the video bitrate with varying network conditions, to guarantee the best user experience. We propose an adaptive bitrate scheme that intelligently selects the video bitrates based on the estimated throughput and buffer occupancy. We show that the proposed algorithm selects a high playback video rate and avoids unnecessary rebuffering while keeping a low frequency of video rate changes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High speed broadband networks and improvements in display technology of various devices have enabled video streaming to become one of the most popular applications. Video traffic dominates Internet traffic on both fixed and mobile access networks all over the world.

Initially, the video clients completely downloaded the video before the streaming could start. This was followed by the progressive download with which the clients begin the playback at a defined video rate before the download is complete. Recently, video streaming services are based on Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) over TCP for streaming multimedia over computer networks. Network conditions and video clients’ capabilities vary with time and place; therefore, adaptive streaming over HTTP allows the adaption of video quality based on the available resources on the path between the server and client. Multiple versions of the multimedia content are stored at the server. The server shares the information about the characteristics of the stored multimedia content with the client. The adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm at the video client is responsible for selecting a suitable bitrate depending on the system conditions such as throughput and the occupancy of the playback buffer.

ABR algorithms strive to maximize the user experience by meeting conflicting video quality objectives in different environments. Some of the potential objectives include selecting a set of video bitrates that are the highest feasible, avoiding needless video bitrate switches and preserving the buffer level to avoid interruption of playback [1][2]. Maximizing the video rate increases the risk of playback interruption whereas mitigating the frequency of video rate switches results in lower average video rate.

One way to pick video bitrates is to make an estimate of the future throughput from past observations. An inaccurate estimation may lead to selecting the video bitrate that results in extensive rebuffering. If the selected video rate is higher than the available throughput, the client’s playback buffer drains which may result in interrupted playback. To avoid interrupting playback, ABR algorithms add playback buffer occupancy as an adjustment parameter on top of throughput estimation to select video bitrates.

In this paper, we show that the proposed algorithm selects the video rates based on the buffer occupancy by exploiting the variation of the sizes of the upcoming segments. The results show that our approach provides better viewing experience by delivering higher average video rate without unnecessary rebuffering while maintaining a low frequency of video rate changes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related works are presented in Section II. The proposed scheme is presented in Section III. The experimental results are provided in Section IV, and finally the concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The main objective of all adaptive video rate algorithms is to improve the user’s viewing experience. Adaptation algorithms mainly select video rates based on the estimated throughput and the state of the playback buffer. Segment throughput is calculated as the ratio of the segment size to the time that it takes to download the segment [3]. In many commercial clients, the moving average of the throughput of previous segments is used to estimate the throughput [4]. Once the throughput has been estimated, clients pick the video rate of the next segment based on the throughput [5-7].

Many ABR algorithms consider playback buffer along with the throughput to select the video rate of the next segment. The buffer is divided into predefined ranges and different decisions are taken to select the video rates when the buffer level stays in different ranges [8][9]. The method in [9] is more stable as compared to the method in [8] but it is late to react to the changes in the throughput as it waits for the playback buffer to reach a threshold before selecting a higher video rate. We propose an adaptive bitrate scheme [10] that intelligently selects the video bitrates based on the estimated throughput and buffer occupancy. The scheme
improves viewing experience by achieving a high video rate without taking unnecessary risks and by minimizing the frequency of changes in the video quality. Huang et al [11] propose a video rate adaption algorithm that selects the video rate by observing only the client’s playback buffer. The video rate is increased and decreased as the playback buffer builds up and drains respectively. Furthermore, the algorithm selects the video rates considering the sizes of the upcoming segments. In this paper, we propose a scheme that is similar to the schemes proposed in [8][9][13] as it selects the video rates based on both the estimated throughput and the buffer occupancy. The current schemes in the literature pick the video rates based on the predefined buffer ranges whereas the proposed scheme dynamically selects the buffer ranges to optimally pick the video rates based on the upcoming segment sizes to optimize the QoE.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. System Model

The HTTP client downloads a video stream divided into multiple segments. The video stream is stored at the server and the adaptive bitrate algorithm at the client decides which segment to download next. All the segments have an equal duration of τ seconds. The set of representations available for the video stream is denoted by \( R \) where \( R = \{R_{\text{min}}, R_2, R_3, \ldots, R_{\text{max}}\} \). The client dynamically selects a video rate from the set \( R \) for the next segment. \( R_{\text{min}} \) and \( R_{\text{max}} \) are the representations with the highest and lowest video rates in the set \( R \). Any video rate higher and lower than currently selected video rate is denoted by \( R^\uparrow \) and \( R^\downarrow \) respectively.

B. Adaptive Bitrate Algorithm

Available bandwidth estimation plays an important part in the selection of the video rate. The clients estimate the throughput of the next segment based on the throughput observed over the download of the previous segments. Segment throughput is calculated as the ratio of segment size divided by the time it takes to download the segment. The selection of the video rate for the next segment based on the throughput \( T(i-1) \) of the last downloaded segment keeps the playback buffer stable but results in a fluctuating video rate curve. In this paper, we use the McGinely dynamic indicator for the throughput estimation measure \( T_E(i) \) to overcome the fluctuating video curve which is given by [12]:

\[
T_E(i+1) = T_E(i) + \frac{T(i) - T_E(i)}{N \times (T(i)/T_E(i))^4}
\]  

(1)

The numerator of the second term gives a sign, up or down and the power of 4 gives the calculation an adjustment factor which increases more sharply as the difference between the observed throughput of \( i^{th} \) segment and estimated throughput of segment \( i \) increases. \( N \) is the tracking factor which we set equal to 1.

The buffer dynamics are considered when the segment is completely downloaded. Let \( B(i-1) \) be the buffer level at the end of the download of segment \( i-1 \), then \( B(i) \) is given by:

\[
B(i) = B(i-1) + \tau - \left[ \tau \times \frac{R_k(i)}{T(i)} \right]
\] 

(2)

where \( R_k(i) \) is the \( k^{th} \) video rate from the set \( R \) and \( T(i) \) is the throughput observed during the download of segment \( i \). (2) shows that if the selected video rate is greater than the available throughput, the playback buffer drains. As each segment contains duration of \( \tau \) seconds, \( C_i(i) \), the size of the \( i^{th} \) segment is \( \tau \times R_k \) bits. Given the available throughput \( T(i) \) and video rate \( R_k(i) \), the change in buffer level during the download of \( i^{th} \) segment is equal to \( B^* \):

\[
B^* = B(i) - B(i-1) = \frac{C_k(i)}{R_k(i)} - \frac{C_k(i)}{T(i)}
\] 

(3)

where the playback buffer fills with \( C_k(i) / R_k(i) \) seconds of data and the buffer drains with \( C_k(i) / T(i) \) seconds of data. (2) can now be written as:

\[
B(i) = B(i-1) + B^*
\] 

(4)

If \( R_k(i) > T(i) \), \( B^* \) becomes negative, which means that the buffer is drained at a rate faster than the rate at which it fills, therefore, \( B(i) \) will be less than \( B(i-1) \). We assume that the available throughput cannot be less than \( R_{\text{min}} \). We denote the change in the buffer level when \( T(i) = R_k \), and the client overestimates the throughput and selects the next higher video rate \( R_k \) for the \( i^{th} \) segment as \( B_k^* \). We denote \( B_k(i) \) as the minimum buffer level occupancy to select the \( k^{th} \) video rate for the \( i^{th} \) segment.

\[
B_k(i) = \tau + \frac{\frac{C_k(i)}{R_{\text{min}}} - C_m(i)}{R_m} \times \frac{R_{\text{min}}}{R_{m-1}}
\] 

(5)

(5) ensures that if the client selects the \( k^{th} \) video rate when at least \( B_k(i) \) amount of buffer is available and the throughput drops to \( R_{\text{min}} \), there will be one segment (\( \tau \) seconds) available in the buffer at the end of the segment download. Most of the streaming services encode videos in variable bitrate (VBR) where static scenes are encoded with fewer bits and active streams with more bits. In VBR, video is encoded at an average video rate and the instantaneous video rate of each segment varies around the average rate. This allows flexible and efficient use of bits. As the size of each segment is different and \( B_k(i) \) depends on the segment size, the value of \( B_k(i) \) will change every time a segment is downloaded. This makes the video rate change frequently. Furthermore, for a given throughput a segment of a larger size will take more time to get downloaded; hence will consume more video in the buffer than a smaller segment. To
this end, we take the average of the next 10 segment sizes and calculate $B_k(i)$ after every 10 segments based on their average sizes.

$$B_k(i) = \tau + \frac{\sum_{m=2}^{k} C_m \times R_m - C_{m-1} \times R_{m-1}}{R_m \times R_{m-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $C_m$ is the average of every 10 segment sizes. (6) makes sure that $B_k(i)$ gets its value recalculated after every 10 segments to reduce the video rate switches. If the upcoming segments are larger, the buffer thresholds to select a given video rate will be greater than when segments are smaller to minimize the risk of buffer underflow. If we select the average segment size based on more than 10 upcoming segments, it might not correctly depict the segment size trend whereas calculating $B_k(i)$ based on fewer segments will result in a higher frequency of video rate switches.

The algorithm’s pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 1. We consider that Algorithm 1 is invoked to select the video rate of the $p$th segment. The streaming session is divided into two phases of operation: the startup phase and the steady phase. The startup phase starts when the buffer is building up from being empty, to be followed by the steady phase.

**Algorithm 1: Adaptation Algorithm**

if Startup phase conditions hold true
  if $B(i-1) < B_{LOW}$ then
    if $R \uparrow < \alpha_1 \times T(i-1)$ then
      $R(i) = R \uparrow$
    else
      if $R \uparrow < \alpha_2 \times T(i-1)$ then
        $R(i) = R \uparrow$
      else
        if $B(i-1) < B_{min}$ then
          $R(i) = R_{min}$
        else if $R(i-1) = R_k$ & $B(i) < B(i-1)$ then
          $R(i) = R(i-1)$
        else if $R(i-1) \neq R_{min}$ & $B(i) < B_k(i)$ then
          $R(i) = R \downarrow$
        else if $R(i-1) \neq R_{min}$ & $B(i) > B_k(i)$ & $T^E(i-1) > T^E(i)$ then
          $R(i) = R \uparrow$
        else
          $R(i) = R(i-1)$
  else
    if $B(i-1) < B_{LOW}$ then
      $R(i) = R_{min}$
    else if $R(i-1) = R_k$ & $B(i) < B(i-1)$ then
      $R(i) = R(i-1)$
    else if $R(i-1) \neq R_{min}$ & $B(i) < B_k(i)$ then
      $R(i) = R \downarrow$
    else if $R(i-1) \neq R_{min}$ & $B(i) > B_k(i)$ & $T^E(i-1) > T^E(i)$ then
      $R(i) = R \uparrow$
    else
      $R(i) = R(i-1)$

During the startup phase, the buffer builds up from being empty. A conservative approach is considered at the start and as the buffer gradually fills up and climbs above the buffer threshold $B_{LOW}$, we take more risk in selecting the video rate. Minimum available video rate $R_{min}$ is selected to download the first segment. This approach reduces the delay after the client requests the video and before the client streams the video. For $B(i-1) < B_{LOW}$, the client switches to a higher video rate if $R \uparrow < \alpha_1 \times T(i-1)$. For $B(i-1) > B_{LOW}$, a higher video rate is selected if $R \uparrow < \alpha_2 \times T(i-1)$ where $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are the safety margins and $\alpha_1 < \alpha_2$. When the buffer size is small, the client will increase the video rate faster in the startup phase. When the buffer size is large, it may take time for the client to accumulate buffer up to $B_{LOW}$ which may result in underutilization of the resource when the available throughput is high. To avoid this scenario, we set the condition that if $R_{startup} < R_{steady}$ the algorithm switches to steady phase. $R_{startup}$ and $R_{steady}$ are the video rates suggested by the client during the startup and steady phase respectively. The proposed scheme stays at the startup phase until any of the following conditions are not satisfied: (i) $B(i-1) < B(i-1)$; or (ii), $R_{startup} > R_{steady}$. The motivation behind the startup phase is to quickly fill up the buffer without risking playback interruption. Afterwards, we use steady phase to select the video rate of the upcoming segments.

In the steady phase, to select the $k^{th}$ video rate, two conditions should be satisfied:

1) The buffer level should be higher than $B(i)$
2) $R(i) < \alpha_1 \times T^E(i)$

The client will select $R(i)$ if the buffer level is greater than $B(i)$. This condition helps in avoiding the buffer underflow in case the client overestimates the throughput or there is a sudden drop in the throughput. The condition that $B_k(i) < \alpha_2 \times T^E(i)$ is satisfied.

First we consider the scenario where buffer level falls below $B_{min} = B_k(i)$. In this case, $R_{min}$ is always selected. $B_k(i)$ is the minimum buffer occupancy to select the video rate $R_k(i)$. The reason is that it is of the primary importance to avoid interruption of the playback.

Now, we consider the scenario when the throughput and the buffer level drops. We do not immediately react to this drop in the throughput; we stay at the current video rate until the buffer level drops below $B_k(i)$. This is because we can minimize the number of video rate switches if we don’t react to short-term fluctuations. Once the buffer level falls below $B_k(i)$, we continue to reduce the video rate until the condition $R_k(i) < \alpha_1 \times T^E(i)$ is satisfied.

Next, we consider the scenario of an increase in throughput and the buffer level. To increase the video rate in response to the increase in throughput and buffer level, the following conditions should be satisfied:

1) $T^E(i) > T^E(i-1)$
2) The buffer level should be greater than $B_k(i)$

The first condition makes sure that there isn’t a recent drop in throughput while the client decides to increase the video rate. $B_k(i)$ is the buffer threshold to select the higher video rate $R_k$. As the video rate cannot be adapted until the download of the next segment, in case of a sudden drop in throughput the second condition reduces the risk of buffer underflow. When the conditions of switching up and switching down the video rate are not satisfied, we maintain the current video rate.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We implement the proposed scheme in ns-3 to evaluate its performance. We compare the proposed method with the schemes proposed in [8] and [9]. We refer to the algorithms proposed in [8] and [9] as AAS and QAAD respectively. The topology implemented in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
The topology consists of an HTTP server, HTTP client and a pair of network elements. The link between the network elements is our bottleneck link. We add the UDP traffic between the network elements to vary the throughput across the bottleneck. To achieve adaptive streaming, the HTTP server offers the client four different video rates which include 450, 850, 1500 and 2500kbps. The length of each segment and playback buffer size is 4 and 60 seconds, respectively. $B_{LOW}$ is set to 30% of the buffer size. The safety margins are set to $(\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3) = (0.5, 0.75, 0.9)$.
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Figure 1. Network topology

Figure 2. Response of the proposed scheme to small drop in throughput

Figure 3. Comparison of the schemes in response to large throughput fluctuation

Figure 4. Comparison of the schemes in response to highly variable available bandwidth

Figure 2 shows the response of the proposed scheme to short term throughput fluctuations. It shows that the proposed scheme is stable in the face of short term throughput fluctuations while maintaining a high video rate.

Figure 3 shows that the proposed scheme does not vary the video rate quickly as it maintains video rate at the expense of drop in buffer level below $B_1(i-1)$. The motivation behind maintaining the video rate at the expense of drop in buffer level is that the objective of ABR algorithm is not to keep the buffer full but to provide better user experience. AAAS scheme shows a stable response to the throughput fluctuations but stays at a lower video rate. QAAD scheme varies the video rate as the throughput fluctuates in order to avoid buffer underflow.

Figure 4 shows that the proposed scheme tries to maintain the higher video rate but reacts swiftly to large drop in throughput to avoid any playback interruption. The AAAS scheme is the most conservative of all the schemes. The reason is that it waits for the playback buffer to cross a predefined threshold before stepping up or down the video rate. The proposed scheme achieves an average of video rate of 350kbps higher than AAAS. QAAD has slightly higher video rate than the proposed scheme but at the expense of twice the number video rate switches which greatly degrades the user experience.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Video rate adaptation techniques are used to adapt the quality of the video to the varying network resources of the computer network. In this paper, we proposed an adaptive bitrate streaming algorithm to improve the viewing experience of the multimedia streaming applications. The proposed algorithm achieves high video rate and minimizes the frequency of changes in video quality while preventing interruption in playback to guarantee QoE. In this paper, we consider a single client scenario. For the future work, we plan to extend our algorithm to a multi-user scenario where multiple clients share the bottleneck.
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